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Abstract
As system performance continues to increase the need for higher-bandwidth memory is ever increasing.
A novel memory architecture, Quad Band Memory (QBM), that utilizes standard DDR memory devices,
a custom PLL, and a “2” to “1” bus switch is introduced. This architecture doubles the available data
bandwidth of current DDR SDRAM memory technology. This paper will present an overview of the
design, technical challenges, system tradeoffs, as well as the key methodology features required. Signal
integrity and timing are explored in depth while considering inter-symbol interference, reflections,
termination, interconnect loss, and populations schemes. Feasibility of this technology at 533MHz datarates will be presented.
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QBM System Definition
QBM is a novel memory architecture that utilizes industry standard DDR memory devices, a custom
PLL, and a “2” to “1” Bus switch to effectively double the data bandwidth of current DDR memory
technology. A simple block diagram of the data paths and strobe paths is shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1 QBM Block Diagram

QBM Reads
For read operations, data is driven from bank A and bank B, with bank B clocking 90 degrees out of
phase from Bank A. Both devices are running at standard DDR speeds (i.e. 200 MHz data-rate). The
data is then multiplexed through the bus switch by a select pin (BE) running at twice the frequency of
the DDR SDRAMs (i.e. 400 MHz data-rate). This results in an output data rate of twice the DDR rate.
The associated data strobes are generated from the bus switch using BE to toggle between static high
and static low inputs. Data is then captured at the corelogic with the associated strobes.

QBM Writes
For write operation, data is generated from the corelogic at twice standard DDR speeds (i.e. 400 MHz)
along with the associated strobes. For each 8 bit slice, there are two strobes, which run at the standard
DDR frequency (i.e. 200 MHz data-rate), but are phase shifted by 90 degrees with respect to each other.
One strobe connects to bank A while the second connects to bank B. The bus switch connects the output
from the corelogic to both SDRAMs through a latching structure to provide an extended data eye at each
SDRAM. Data is clocked into each respective SDRAM via the 90 degree phase shifted strobes at
standard DDR speeds (i.e. 200 MHz).

Analysis Methodology
Using SiSoft’s Core-to-CoreTM methodology, a rigorous signal integrity and timing analysis was
performed over a wide solution space spanning variations in process, temperature, voltage, topology,
termination, drive strength, data patterns, lengths, etc. For these analyses, a 3 DIMM configuration was
assumed and each DIMM and the CoreLogic was simulated as the bus driver. Population loadings were
not performed as part of this feasibility study and will be considered in future work. The objective of
this study was to mine this comprehensive solution space to maximize both waveform quality and
timing margins. Optimizing a solution for these interfaces proved a challenge because waveform quality
often traded off against timing and reads traded off against writes.
Performance metrics used to rate a solution included the following:
Eye Jitter (Vmeas)
Eye Height (inner and outer)
Eye Width (Vmeas +/-)
Setup Margin
Hold Margin
Overshoot
Slew rate
Ring back

Signal Integrity Tool Set
The signal integrity toolset chosen for this analysis was SiSoft’s SiAuditorT M. SiAuditor utilizes the
industry-standard Hspice simulation engine and provides an integrated waveform and timing analysis
environment with advanced data management techniques.

Transfer Nets
A Transfer Net is an implementation independent network description that defines high- level
connectivity of components on a bus and valid transfers that can occur between these components. The
QBM memory sub-system is comprised of two main areas: Corelogic/Bus switch interface and the Bus
switch/DDR SDRAM interface (Figure 2). The DQ_MUX2SDRAM/DQS_MUX2SDRAM transfer
nets define the components, Data Rate, and allowable transfers between the DDR SDRAMs and the Bus
Switch. The DQ_CORE2MUX/DQS_CORE2MUX describe the transfers between the Corelogic and the
Bus Switch. These transfer nets form the basis for all of the simulations. Figure 3 shows the actual
transfer net description for the DQ_MUX2SDRAM.

Figure 2 QBM Transfer Nets

Figure 3 DQ_MUX2SDRAM Transfer Net

Waveform Analysis
Signaling memory buses at 400MHz data-rates results in networks that do not settle in one bit time, thus
it is extremely important to consider inter-symbol interference (ISI), coupling, package variations, and
more. Furthermore, exciting the various energy states on a network requires the use of complicated
stimulus patterns and requires waveform analysis on all edges of the output signal for quality and
interconnect delay. Capturing all of the timing and waveform quality information requires a robust set of
measurement criteria. Figure 4 shows the types of voltage levels required to ensure accurate capture of
waveform information. The SiAuditor toolset utilizes all of these levels in processing the signal
waveforms and applies these levels to every simulation edge. Using the method of Progressive
Discovery, the tool presents multiple views of the data, in a clear and concise format, which eases the
analysis effort.
Figure 4 Waveform Measureme nts

For waveform analysis, every edge of every waveform is checked against these levels at the pad of the
receivers and at the drivers.

Timing Analysis
The QBM interface is comprised of both synchronous and source-synchronous transfers. Setup and
Hold margins are determined by incorporating AC specs of source and target devices, interconnect
delays for data and strobes, clock distribution skew and jitter. It is very important to consider both
correlated and uncorrelated effects when adding up skews to determine timing margins.
Calculation of the wire delay required simulations of each device into its standard load as well as into
the actual network topologies. The standard load delay is subtracted from the actual network delay to
generate a network wire delay that is used by timing analysis. Delay measurements are made to the
VMEAS points defined in the IBIS model. Delay measurements are made for each edge and the
resulting min/max extremes used to compute the timing.

Design Focus
Many systems signal memory up to 200MHz, but getting designs operating in the 400MHz to 533MHz
range is a challenging task. Conventional designs have required specialized memory devices to address
these increased performance needs. In reality, the problem is not the need for better memory devices, but
in better IO interfaces. The QBM switch isolates the memory interface from the system interface, thus
allowing standard memory devices to support higher operating rates.
The design of the QBM memory required analysis in 2 dis tinct domains:
SDRAM to Bus Switch: This involves the analysis of the SDRAM data valid windows for reads
and positioning the bus switch selector. For writes, the source synchronous transfer from the
switch to the SDRAM must be analyzed.
Corelogic to Bus Switch: Both the read and write transfers are source synchronous and require
that multiple loading configurations (populations) be analyzed.

Simulation background
Analysis Scope
Utilizing a 3 DIMM implementation, a comprehensive solution space analysis was explored by varying
the following parameters:
AC Termination (values and position)
Parallel Termination (Rterm and Vterm and position)
Series Termination (value and position)
Etch impedances and process variations
Mother board topology (balanced star, daisy chain, unbalanced star)
Network lengths
Corelogic drive strength
SDRAM Drive strength
SS/FF Process
Voltage Variation
Temperature Variation

Assumptions
Design goals were focused upon design feasibility and not on design optimization. The system topolo gy
chosen was extracted from an existing PC motherboard and was used as the baseline for all simulations.
Only minor modifications to the etch characteristics were allowed. The IO interfaces on the Bus Switch
were identical to those used by the SDRAM.

Results
The DQ_MUX2SDRAM network is point-to-point as shown in Figure 5 (L_DIMM). Simulations of the
SDRAM driving to the Bus Switch (READ’s) were performed across a range of etch lengths as well as
process corner. The timing goal was to place the clock pulse generated by the 2x PLL output inside the
data valid window provided by the SDRAM. For writes, the switch drives a source synchronous transfer,
involving both the DQ_MUX2SDRAM and DQS_MUX2SDRAM transfer nets, to the SDRAM.
Figure 5 DQ_MUX2SDRAM

The system topology for the DQ_CORE2MUX and DQS_CORE2MUX transfer nets is shown in Figure
6. This topology is one of a number of topologies investigated and it reduced the number of simulations
needed since all 3 Dimm’s drive into an electrically identical environment. Variables of simulation
included etch impedance, termination values (R_Series, Rup, Rdown), Voltage, Temperature, and
Process corner. All simulations involved a complex stimulus that would excite inter-symbol interference
(ISI). Both coupled and uncoupled environments were examined.

Figure 6 System Topology

Waveform Quality
DIMM Read Transfers
The DQ_MUX2SDRAM and DQS_MUX2SDRAM transfers are point to point and operate at 200MHz
data rate. These nets exist entirely on the DIMM. Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows the eye diagrams for the
DQ_MUX2SDRAM path during memory READ’s for the SS and FF process. Each has ample eye
height and very little jitter. While there is signal overshoot and ringback, signaling margins and device
limits are not exceeded.
Figure 7 DQ_MUX2SDRAM, READ, SS Process Corner

Figure 8 DQ_MUX2SDRAM, READ, FF Process Corner

Dimm Write Transfers
Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows the eye diagrams for the DQ_MUX2SDRAM path during memory
WRITE’s for the SS and FF process. Each also demonstrates ample eye height and very little jitter.
While there is signal overshoot and ringback, signaling margins and device limits are not exceeded.
Figure 9 DQ_MUX2SDRAM, WRITE, SS Process Corner

Figure 10 DQ_MUX2SDRAM, WRITE, FF Process Corner

System Read Transfers
The DQ_CORE2MUX and DQS_CORE2MUX transfers are multi-drop networks running with a
400MHz data rate. These connect the DIMMs to the Corelogic chip. Careful balancing of the networks
was required.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the resulting eye information for data READ’s between the switch and
corelogic. The eye opening provides sufficient width and height while overshoot and ringback are well
controlled.
Figure 11 DQ_CORE2MUX, Switch Read, SS Process Corner

Figure 12 DQ_CORE2MUX, Read, FF Process Corner

System Write Transfers
Figure 13 and Figure 14 depict the eye data for WRITE’s between the corelogic and the switch. The
eye’s provide sufficient design margin to the system requirements.
Figure 13 DQ_CORE2MUX, Writes, SS Process Corner

Figure 14 DQ_CORE2MUX, Write, FF Process Corner

Timing
System simulations were performed at 400MHz data-rates. The SDRAM specifications were from
existing 200MHz data-rate devices and theCorelogic specification was defined by an ASIC vendor. As
is shown in Table 1, positive timing margins were obtained for all data paths with significant design
margin. This could be a huge win for system designers. The QBM memory, using readily available
devices, can provide a 2x increase is system bandwith TODAY!!!
Table 1 QDR System Timing Results (@400MHz)

Opportunities
This design was re-run at 533MHz data rate. No changes were made to the network and all component
specifications were unchanged. The timing results from the 533MHz analysis are in Table 2.
Table 2 QDR System Timing Results (@533MHz)

All timing failures can be eliminated of reduced with simple re-tuning of the clocks. Of the remaining
failures, discussions with SDRAM vendors have shown that critical device specifications (Output skew
window, Setup, Hold) could be improved. Reducing the setup and hold requirements from 500ps to
450ps and improving the DQS to DQ skew from +/-750ps to +/-650ps would result in positive 533MHz
operation. 533MHz SDRAM devices will not be available until late 2003, thus QBM systems would be
able to take advantage of the higher performance memory 9 to 12 months earlier.
With specifications similar to the 400MHz DDR parts, calculations show that 666MHz and faster
operation may be achievable. While more simulation work is needed, this trend is encouraging for high
end memory system designs.

Conclusions
QBM technology holds the promise of obtaining memory systems with twice the performance of
conventional designs. Utilizing existing design styles, it has been shown that 400MHz operation, with
margin, is possible with existing 200MHz devices. Additional work has shown that adjustments in the
system implementation will support 533MHz operation with 266MHz devices. With proper design
specifications, higher speed QBM systems are possible. The benefits of this approach are clear: Higher
performance with lower cost devices.

